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Abstract
Fast algorithms for multiplication in ﬁnite ﬁelds are required for several cryptographic ap-
plications, in particular for implementing elliptic curve operations over the NIST recommended
binary ﬁelds. In this paper we present new software algorithms for efﬁcient multiplication over
the binary ﬁeld F2m that use a Gaussian normal basis representation. Two approaches are pre-
sented, direct normal basis multiplication, and a method that exploits a mapping to a ring where
fast polynomial-based techniques can be employed. Our analysis including experimental results
on an Intel Pentium family processor shows that the new algorithms are faster and can use mem-
ory more efﬁciently than previous methods. Despite signiﬁcant improvements, we conclude that
the penalty in multiplication is still sufﬁciently large to discourage the use of normal bases in
software implementations of elliptic curve systems.
Key words Multiplication in F2m, normal basis, Gaussian normal basis, elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy.
1 Introduction
Efﬁcient implementation of ﬁeld arithmetic is fundamental to the performance of common crypto-
graphic mechanisms such as those based on elliptic curves. Of particular importance is the mul-
tiplication operation since it is a major building block in cryptographic applications. The speed of
algorithmsformultiplicationdependsgreatlyonthe particularbasis usedto representﬁeld elements.
The two most common choices of bases for F2m are normal and polynomial. For example, ANSI
X9.62 [2] and the NIST elliptic curves over binary ﬁelds speciﬁed in FIPS 186-2 [7] allow Gaussian
normal bases and polynomial bases, and hence it is of interest to compare the performance of ﬁeld
arithmetic in each basis.
Most papers on normal basis arithmetic have focused on hardware implementation. Our focus is
softwareimplementation. Previousworkonsoftwaremultiplicationfor normalbasis representations
includeRosing [33] (foroptimalnormalbases), Ning andYin [29] (foroptimalnormalbasesand the
development of a precomputation technique for speeding up the multiplication), Reyhani-Masoleh
and Hasan [32, 31] (for Gaussian normal bases), and recently Granger, Page and Stam [11] (for
normal bases in F3m). All methods known for binary ﬁeld multiplication in software that use a
normal basis representation are slow in comparison to the best methods for multiplication using a
polynomial basis [25, 14]. However, the improvements in normal basis multiplication in [29] (and
natural generalizations) and a method based on results concerning Gauss periods [9, 38] suggest
that the penalty may be much smaller than previously reported. We are interested in more precise
estimates of the actual costs for ﬁeld multiplication in a given basis, and the possibility of using
multiple bases in a larger framework such as methods based on elliptic curves.
In this paper, we describe two new techniques for efﬁcient software implementation of binary
ﬁeld multiplication in F2m for Gaussian normal basis representations. The ﬁrst of these approaches
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kDept. of Combinatorics and Optimization, University of Waterloo, Canada, ajmeneze@uwaterloo.causes a direct method for a normal basis and is generally faster and requires less storage than pre-
viously published results. It is based, in part, on a technique to reduce the amount of evaluation-
phase shifting normally associated with algorithms having less precomputation. The second ap-
proach exploits a relatively fast mapping to an associated (but typically larger) ring where efﬁcient
polynomial-based multiplication methods can be employed.
1.1 Related works
There is a sizable catalog of papers on methods for normal basis arithmetic targeted at hardware
implementations. In this section, we brieﬂy survey recent work that is particularly applicable to
software implementations.
Direct multiplication in a normal basis
Ning and Yin [29] focus on optimal normal bases, although they also give a general method based
on their improvements. Compared with Rosing [33], Ning and Yin signiﬁcantly reduce the storage
and computational costs of precomputation, along with associated improvements in the evaluation
stage. The results were faster than the vector-level algorithm in Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan [32],
although the faster algorithm has signiﬁcantly larger data-dependent storage requirements.
During the development of our paper, independent work from Reyhani-Masoleh [30] and Fan
and Dai [6] appeared. These papers and our paper contribute algorithms addressing normal ba-
sis arithmetic in software implementations; however, the speciﬁc approaches and conclusions are
surprisingly different.
Reyhani-Masoleh [30] gives improvements and extensions to Ning and Yin that are motivated
by the same considerations that led to our algorithms in sections 2 and 3. Our fastest algorithm
(Algorithm 7) using normal basis arithmetic can be regarded as a further extension of these ideas,
and gives a signiﬁcant improvement to the methods proposed by Reyhani-Masoleh. In addition, we
show that the timings in [30] are far too pessimistic for algorithms based on these methods.
Similarly, Fan and Dai [6] present algorithms that can be regarded as enhancements to the ap-
proaches of Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan [32] and Ning and Yin [29]. Their analysis in fact ﬁnds
multiplication in a normal basis representation faster than polynomial-based multiplication in the
cases that the ﬁeld has an optimal normal basis. This would indeed be surprising, given other pub-
lished results. As with [30], their reported timings are generally quite slow. Further, the comparison
against a polynomial-based multiplication is with a Montgomery-like method from [22]. However,
the comparison of interest is against fast methods such as comb multiplication [25, 13] with a suit-
ablereductionpolynomial. We presentimprovedalgorithmswithsigniﬁcantlyfaster times, although
in contrast to [6] we will argue that the evidence is strongly in favor of polynomial-basedarithmetic
even for optimal normal bases.
In the particular case of a type 1 optimal normal basis, Fan and Dai and the authors of this
paper independently noted that the matrix decomposition of Hasan, Wang, and Bhargava [15] can
be adapted to signiﬁcantly improve on Ning and Yin [29]; in [6] this is called the “Hamming weight
method” [12]. In particular, the analysis in [6] concludes that the decomposition is only beneﬁcial
for ﬁelds of sufﬁcient size (roughly 2260 elements). We show that in fact the decomposition can be
efﬁciently exploited regardless of ﬁeld size.
Multiplication via map to an associated ring
Techniques involving essentially fast basis conversions are well-known for optimal normal bases,
and are directly related to the methods in §4. For a type 1 basis, the conversion is a permutation.
For type 2, there are two related approaches. The traditional approach, illustrated by Sunar and Koc ¸
[36], exploitsbasis conversion. The “palindromicrepresentation”in Blake, Roth, and Seroussi [4] is
a special case of the methodin §4and mapsﬁeld elementsintoa largerringwherepolynomial-based
2multiplication can be employed. This type of strategy where a mapping to a ring is exploited also
appears in Drolet [5] and Katti and Brenen [18]. For an application to (hardware) exponentiation,
see Kwon, Kim, and Hong [24].
The general method for Gaussian bases of mapping into an associated ring is described by Gao,
von zur Gathen, Panario, and Shoup [9]; see also Wu, Hasan, Blake, and Gao [38]. The focus in the
formeris asymptotic complexityresults, while the latter concentrateson hardware. Our contribution
in §4 is a new algorithm suitable for software implementations that exploits the ring mapping and
fast polynomial-based multiplication. The result is competitive with the fastest direct methods for
multiplication in a low-complexity normal basis, and in fact faster for optimal normal bases.
1.2 Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe bit-level and vector-level
algorithms for multiplication in F2m. A description of the new vector-level algorithm is presented in
§2.5. In §3, we present a software implementation of the conventionalmethod and our new method.
We also include an improvement of the Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan method [32].
Section 4 develops a method using polynomial-based multiplication after mapping to an asso-
ciated ring. Although there is in general an expansion involved, a full multiplier for the ring is not
required, allowing signiﬁcant savings. The method is competitive with the best methods for multi-
plication in a normal basis, and in fact superior for optimal normal bases. The section also includes
an improvement to the method of Ning and Yin [29] for type 1 ONB.
Timings and an analysis for the use of these methods in a larger framework are presented in §5.
Summary conclusions appear in §6.
2 Multiplication in F2m
In this section, we introduce some basic notions for binary ﬁelds F2m and present several algorithms
for multiplication using a normal basis representation.
The ﬁnite ﬁeld F2m is a vector space of dimension m over F2 and is called a binary ﬁeld or
characteristic-two ﬁnite ﬁeld. It is well known that there exists an element  2 F2m such that the
set f;2;22
;:::;2 m−1
gis a basis of F2m over F2, called a normal basis. Any element a 2 F2m
can be represented as a D
Pm−1
iD0 ai2i
where ai 2 F2; the binary vector associated with a is
A D .a0a1a2 :::a m−1/. Therefore, the elements of the ﬁeld F2m can be identiﬁed with the 2m
binary strings of length m. A squaring is a right cyclic shift in this representation.
Notation When the basis f2i
g is understood, elements a 2 F2m are written interchangeably in
sum and vector form; e.g., A D a D
Pm−1
iD0 ai2i
D .a0a1 :::a m−1/. In this context, ai 2 F2 is a
coefﬁcient and As D A  s D A2−s
D .asasC1 :::a s−1/will denote the s-fold left cyclic shift of
A. Similarly, A  s D A2s
is a right cyclic shift of A.
2.1 Normal basis multiplication
Let f2i
g be a normal basis for F2m,a n dl e tAD. a 0a 1:::a m−1/and B D .b0b1 :::b m−1/be two
elements in F2m represented in this normal basis. Let C D .c0c1 :::c m−1/be their product. In order
to compute the coefﬁcients cs of C,l e t
 2 i
 2j
D
m− 1 X
sD 0

. s/
ij 2s
; (1)
3where 
.s/
ij 2F2. For any integer t,w eh a v e
 2 i
 2j
D.2i−t
2j−t
/2t
D
m−1 X
sD0

.s/
i−t;j−t2sCt
D
m−1 X
sD0

.s−t/
i−t;j−t2s
(2)
where the indices and exponents of  are reduced modulo m. Then comparing the coefﬁcients of
2s
in (1) and (2), we ﬁnd 
.s/
ij D
.s−t/
i−t;j−t. In particular, if s D t,w eh a v e
. s/
ij D
.0/
i−s;j−s.N o w
CD
m − 1 X
i D 0
a i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m − 1 X
i D 0 ;jD 0
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2s
D
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sD0
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.s/
ij

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D
m−1 X
sD0
 m−1 X
iD0;jD0
aiCsbjCs
.0/
ij

2s
:
Therefore, the coefﬁcient cs of C can be computed as
cs D
m−1 X
iD0
m−1 X
jD0
aiCsbjCs
.0/
ij : (3)
Thus, the multiplication in F2m can be carried out using the multiplicationmatrix M DT 
. 0 /
ij U,w h i c h
is an m-by-m matrix with each entry Mij 2F2:
cs D.asasC1:::a sCm−1/M.b sb sC1:::b sCm−1/ 0: (4)
The complexity of M, denoted by CM, is deﬁned to be the number of 1s in M. It is well known that
CM  2m − 1 [28]. The normal basis is said to be optimal if CM D 2m − 1. Optimal normal bases
were introduced by Mullin, Onyszchuk, Vanstone, and Wilson [28] in order to reduce the hardware
complexity of multiplying ﬁeld elements in F2m.
2.2 Gaussian normal bases
A generalization of optimal normal bases to normal bases of low complexity, known as Gaussian
normal bases (GNB), was studied by Ash, Blake, and Vanstone [3].
Let p D mT C1b eap r i m e .L e tKDh u iwhere u 2 Z
p has order T. Suppose that the index e
of h2i in Z
p satisﬁes gcd.e;m/ D 1. Then Z
p Df 2 iujj0i<m ;0j<Tg ,a n dK i DK2 i
for 0  i < m are the cosets of K in Z
p.S i n c epj2 mT −1, there is a primitive pth root of unity
 2 F2mT.T h eGauss periods of type .m;T/ are i D
P
j2Ki j for 0  i < m.L e tD 0.T h e n
 i2F 2 m, iD 2 i
,a n df  2 i
j0i<mgis a normal basis for F2m called a type T GNB.
For T  2, the multiplication matrix M for a type T GNB satisﬁes CM  mT −1 [3]. Hence T
is a measure of the complexity of the multiplication. Optimal normal bases are precisely the GNBs
with T 2f 1 ; 2 g .F o r ﬁ e l d s F 2 mfor which there are no optimal normal bases, the GNBs offer an
alternative for implementing a normal basis. Gaussian normal bases are explicitly described in the
ANSI X9.62 standard [2] for the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Standard (ECDSA). The types of
the ﬁve characteristic-two ﬁnite ﬁelds recommended by NIST [7] for use in the ECDSA are given
in Table 1.
2.3 Conventional GNB bit-level multiplication in F2m
We present the conventionalalgorithmfor multiplicationin F2m using a GNB of type T as described
in FIPS 186-2 [7], IEEE P1363 [16], and ANSI X9.62 [2]. We shall assume that m is odd (so T is
4Table 1: NIST recommended binary ﬁelds F2m and type of associated GNB.
m 163 233 283 409 571
Type 4 2 6 4 10
even). Pre-compute the sequence J.1/; J.2/;:::;J.p−1/using the relation
J.2iu j mod p/ D i; 0  i < m; 0  j < TI
that is, J.k/ D i if k 2 Ki.S i n c e− 12h u iwe have J.p − n/ D J.n/. Then the coefﬁcient c0 of
C D AB can be computed as
c0 D F.A; B/ D
p−2 X
kD1
aJ.kC1/bJ.k/; (5)
and the remaining coefﬁcients cs for 1  s  m − 1 are determined by the formula
cs D F.A  s; B  s/: (6)
Thisconventionalmultiplicationmethodis shownin Algorithm1 which correspondsto the bit-serial
NB multiplication circuit introduced by Massey and Omura [26].
Algorithm 1 Conventional bit-level GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m, J.k/ 2T 0 ;m−1 Ufor 1  k  p − 1w h e r epDmT C1.
OUTPUT: C D AB.
1. C   0
2. For i from 0 to m − 1d o
2.1 For k from 1 to p − 2 do: ci   ci C aJ.kC1/  bJ.k/.
2.2 A   A  1.
2.3 B   B  1.
3. Return (C).
2.4 Vector-level multiplication in F2m
In this section we describe a vector-level multiplication based on Algorithm 1. The main idea is to
rewrite the coefﬁcients cs from (5) and (6) in the form cs D
Pm−1
iD0
 
aiCs
PT
kD1 bwikCs

for some
numbers wik. This reduces the number of AND operations and allows the use of some precomputa-
tion to speed the multiplication.
The ﬁeld elements i VD 2i
for 0  i < m play a central role. Let ni,1i<m ,b et h e
number of 1s in the normal basis representation of i,a n dl e tw i 1<w i 2<<w ini denote the
positions of 1s in the normal basis representation of i, i.e., i D
Pni
kD1 2wik. It is well known that
ni  T [3]. Let L be an m-by-m matrix whose .i; j/-entry is 
.j/
0i ;t h a ti s ,r o wiof L is the normal
basis representation of i.S i n c e 
. 0 /
ij D 
.−i/
0;j−i, the number of 1s in L is CM. Kwon, Gaj, Kim,
and Hong [23, Lemma 1] proved that L is symmetric. The following “structure” results useful for
developing multiplication algorithms can then be easily derived.
5Lemma 1 Let m be odd and let f;2;:::;2 m−1
gbe a type T GNB for F2m.
(i) The elements i for 1  i < m satisfy i D 2i
m−i and hence the positions wik of 1s in the
normal basis representation of i satisfy fwik j1  k nigDf w m − i ; kCij1kn ig .
(ii) ni is even for 1  i < m.
(iii) Let b D
P
bi2i
2 F2m and b D
P
ri2i
.T h e n r 0Db 1and ri D
P
J.kC1/Di bJ.k/ D
Pni
kD1 bwik for 1  i < m.
Proof: (i) This statement is true because 2i
m−i D .2m−i
/2i
D 2i
.
(ii) The sum of the rows of L is 
Pm−1
iD0 2i
D  D .100:::0/. Thus there is an even number
of 1s in each of columns 1;:::;m−1o fL .S i n c eLis symmetric, it follows that ni is even for
1  i < m.
(iii) We have b D
P
ri2i
D
P
bii.R o w0o fLis 2 D .0100:::0/.S i n c eLis symmetric,
column 0 of L is .0100:::0/ 0, and hence r0 D b1. Also a consequence of the symmetry of L is
that ri D
Pni
kD1 bwik for 1  i < m. Finally, from (5) and (6) with a D  D .100:::0/we have
ri D
P
J.kC1/Di bJ.k/ for 1  i < m. 
The coefﬁcient c0 from C D AB using (5) can be written in various forms, including:
c0 D a0b1 C
p−3 X
kD1
aJ.kC1/bJ.k/ D a0b1 C
m−1 X
iD1
ai
X
J.kC1/Di
bJ.k/ D a0b1 C
m−1 X
iD1
ai
ni X
kD1
bwik:
If ni < T,d e ﬁ n ew ik Dm −1f o rn i <kT. The coefﬁcients cs can then be expressed as
cs D asb1Cs C
m−1 X
iD1
aiCs
T X
kD1
bwikCs (7)
where we have used the fact that ni and T are even.
In order to derive an algorithm for multiplication whose implementation is more software-
oriented, several authors (Rosing [33], Ning and Yin [29], and Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan [32])
observed that the computation of AB can be carried out by processing simultaneously the computa-
tion of cs for s D 0;1;:::;m−1 using formula (7). Then C D AB can be written as
2
6
6
6
4
c0
c1
: : :
cm−1
3
7
7
7
5
D
2
6
6
6
4
a0
a1
: : :
am−1
3
7
7
7
5

2
6
6
6
4
b1
b2
: : :
b0
3
7
7
7
5

m−1 X
iD1
2
6
6
6
4
ai
aiC1
: : :
aiCm−1
3
7
7
7
5

0
B
B
B
@
2
6
6
6
4
bwi1
bwi1C1
: : :
bwi1Cm−1
3
7
7
7
5

2
6
6
6
4
b w iT
bwiTC1
: : :
bwiTCm−1
3
7
7
7
5
1
C
C
C
A
where “” denotes the bitwise AND operation and “” denotes the bitwise XOR operation. This
version of the conventional algorithm is less well-known, and is given in Theorem 2 and described
in Algorithm 2. For a hardware implementation of this method see [37].
Theorem 2 Let A; B 2 F2m and C D AB. Assume m is odd, and deﬁne SB.i/ D
Pni
kD1 Bwik.T h e n
CDAB 1
m − 1 X
i D 1
A iS B. i/: (8)
6Algorithm 2 Conventional vector-level GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,1i<m,1kT.
O UTPUT: C D AB.
1. C   A  B1; LA   A.
2. For i from 1 to m − 1d o
2.1 SB  
PT
kD1 Bwik.
2.2 LA   LA  1.
2.3 C   C  LA  SB.
3. Return (C).
Thepropertyi D 2i
m−i ofLemma 1(i)was usedby Reyhani-Masolehand Hasan [32] to develop
an efﬁcient vector-level algorithm based on the formula
AB D.AB/2
m−1 X
jD0
v X
iD1
.ajbiCj CaiCjbj/
ni X
kD1
2jCwik; (9)
where v D .m − 1/=2. The description of this method is presented in Algorithm 3. Compared with
Algorithm 2, half the shifting has been eliminated.
Algorithm 3 Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan vector-level GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,1iv ,1kT.
O UTPUT: C D AB.
1. C   .A  B/  1; LA   A; LB   B.
2. For i from 1 to v do
2.1 LA   LA  1; LB   LB  1.
2.2 R   .A  LB/  .B  LA/.
2.3 For k from 1 to T do: C   C  .R  wik/.
3. Return (C).
2.5 A new method for multiplication in normal bases
In implementation, Algorithms 2 and 3 can have excessive shifting or storage requirements. We
present a new algorithm with optimization advantages that will be discussed in §3. The following
lemma gives a relation for computing SB.m −i/ in terms of SB.i/, a key result for the development
of the new algorithm.
Lemma 3 Let B 2 F2m and let SB.i/ D
Pni
kD1 Bwik for 1  i < m.T h e nS B. m−i/DS B. i/ 2 i
.
Proof: Using the deﬁnition of SB.i/ and Lemma 1(i), one obtains
SB.m − i/ D
ni X
kD1
Bwm−i;k D
ni X
kD1
B2−wm−i;k D
m−1 X
jD0
bj
 ni X
kD1
2−wm−i;k
2j
D
m−1 X
jD0
bj
 ni X
kD1
2−wikCi
2j
D
 ni X
kD1
B2− wik
2i
D SB.i/2i
: 
7Theorem 4 Let m be odd and deﬁne v D .m − 1/=2.L e tA ;B2F 2 mand C D AB.T h e n
CDAB 1
m − 1 X
i D v C 1
TA iS B. i/.AS B. i//2−.m−i/
U: (10)
Proof: By using the conventional formula (8) and Lemma 3, we can write AB as:
AB D AB1
v X
iD1
Ai SB.i/
m−1 X
iDvC1
Ai SB.i/
D AB1
v X
iD1
Ai .SB.m−i//2−i

m−1 X
iDvC1
Ai  SB.i/
D A  B1 
m−1 X
iDvC1
.A  SB.i//2−.m−i/

m−1 X
iDvC1
Ai  SB.i/: 
A further optimization of the method given in Theorem 4 is the observation that
Pm−1
iDvC1.A 
SB.i/  m − i/ can be expressed in terms of simple shift left rotations:
T:::TTA  SB.v C 1/U2−1
 A  SB.v C 2/U2−1
ASB.m−1/U 2 −1
:
Thus, the new interleaved formula for computing AB is
AB D AB1
 AvC1SB.v C 1/  AvC2  SB.v C 2/ Am−1SB.m−1/
T :::TTA  SB.v C 1/U2−1
 A  SB.v C 2/U2−1
ASB.m−1/U 2 −1
:
(11)
Algorithm 4 is the new vector-level algorithm for computing AB.
Algorithm 4 New vector-level GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,vC1i<m ,1kT.
O UTPUT: C D AB.
1. C   A  B1; LA   Av; LT   0.
2. For i from v C 1t om−1d o
2.1 SB  
PT
kD1 Bwik.
2.2 LA   LA  1.
2.3 C   C  LA  SB.
2.4 LT   LT  A  SB.
2.5 LT   LT  1.
3. C   C  LT.
4. Return (C).
Compared to Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4 has half the total computation for SB (and the same
total count for other operations in step 2). Although Algorithm 4 has the same operation count as
Algorithm 3, the form will be useful in developing optimized versions for software in §3.
83 Software multiplication
In this section we consider improvements to the vector-level algorithms which are suitable for per-
forming binary ﬁeld multiplication in software. We assume that the target platform has a W-bit
architecture where W is the word-size (in bits).
Anelementa D
Pm−1
iD0 ai2i
2 F2m canbeassociatedwiththebinaryvectora D .a0a1 :::a m−1/
of length m.L e tt W=d m = We ,a n dl e tsDWtW −m; then vector a can be stored in an array of tW
W-bit words, A D .AT0U; AT1U;:::;ATtW −1U/, where the leftmost bit of AT0U is a0 and rightmost
s bits of ATtW − 1U are unused (always set to 0).
In[29], NingandYin introducedamethodforacceleratingasoftwareimplementationofoptimal
normal bases. We will see that this method can also be applied to speed the conventional algorithm
(Algorithm 2), the Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan algorithm (Algorithm 3) and our new algorithm
(Algorithm 4) since all of these algorithms require, in each iteration, the sum of shift (left or right)
rotationsofa ﬁeldelement. ThetechniqueintroducedbyNingandYin[29] isamethodfordoingthe
precomputationofm−1shiftleftrotationsofaﬁeldelement. Moreprecisely,fori D 0;1;:::;m−1
let TATiU be the word 0 of Ai D A2.m−i/
(using the W-bit word representation of Ai). Then, for each
j,0 j<m, the element Aj can be expressedin termsof the lookuptable TAT0::m−1Uas follows:
Aj D .TATjU;TATj C W mod mU;TATj C 2W mod mU;:::;TATjC.tW −1/W mod mU/:
In order to avoid all the modulo m computations, the size of table TA can be extended fromm words
to 2m words as follows:
TATi C mUDT AT iUDw o r d0o fA i:
Therefore, any shift left rotation Aj of A for j 2T 0 ;m−1 Ucan be obtained from memory as
Aj D .TATjU;TATj C WU;TATj C 2WU;:::;TATjC.tW −1/WU/:
3.1 Speeding the conventional algorithm
In this section we show how to accelerate Algorithm 2 using precomputation. The main idea is to
use two lookup tables, TA and TB, for computing and storing the m rotations of elements A and
B, respectively. At a high level, the speedup using the Ning and Yin precomputation technique is
summarized as follows:
 Precomputation: Compute and store m rotations of A and B;
 Initialization: C   A  B1;
 Accumulation: For i D 1;2;:::;m−1, compute C   C  Ai 
T P
kD1
Bwik.
A parallel implementation for the conventional method in terms of word operations is described in
Algorithm 5.1
1In [29], the order used to compute C D AB was sequential: CT0U;CT1U;:::;CTtW −1U. We observed that timings
measured on Pentium family processors for the parallel version (Algorithm 5) were faster than the original method [29,
Algorithm 3]. Tests on Intel Pentium and Sun SPARC processors showed that the results are sensitive to the compiler, code
generation options, and speciﬁc family processor.
9Algorithm 5 Conventional GNB multiplication using the method of Ning and Yin
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,1im−1, 1  k  T.
OUTPUT: C D AB.
1. Compute tables TAT0::2m−1U, TBT0::2m−1U:
1.1 For i from 0 to m − 1d o
T AT iUDT AT iCm UDw o r d0o fA i
T BT iUDT BT iCmUDword 0 of Bi.
2. For j from 0 to tW − 1d o
2.1 CTjU T ATjWUT BT 1CjWU.
3. For i from 1 to m − 1d o
3.1 For j from 0 to tW − 1d o
S BTjU 
P T
k D 1T BT w ik C jWU
CTjU CTjUT AT iCjWUS BTjU .
4. Return (C D .CT0U;CT1U;:::;CTtW −1U/).
3.2 Speeding the Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan algorithm
The shift right rotation of R in step 2.3 of Algorithm 3 cannot be computed directly from the pre-
computed rotation of A and B. However this can be done as follows:
R  wik D ..A  Bi/  .Ai  B//  wik
D ..A  Bi/  wik/..Ai  B/  wik/
D Am−wik  Bm−.wik−i mod m/  Am−.wik−i mod m/  Bm−wik:
Therefore, an improved method based on the observation that the shift right rotation R  wik can
be computed in terms of the m shift left rotations of A and B is described in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Improved Reyhani-Masoleh and Hasan GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,1ivD. m−1 /=2.
OUTPUT: C D AB.
1. Compute tables TAT0::2m−1U, TBT0::2m−1U:
1.1 For i from 0 to m − 1d o
T AT iUDT AT iCm UDw o r d0o fA i
T BT iUDT BT iCmUDword 0 of Bi.
2. For j from 0 to tW − 1d o
2.1 CTjU T ATjWUT BT 1CjWU.
3. For i from 1 to v do
3.1 For j from 0 to tW − 1d o
CTjU CTjU P T
kD 1.T AT m−w ik C jWUT BT m−.wik −i mod m/ C jWU
TBTm−wik C jWUT AT m−.wik −i mod m/ C jWU/.
4. Return (C D .CT0U;CT1U;:::;CTtW −1U/).
3.3 Speeding the new algorithm
In this section we will consider two techniques to develop a fast software implementation of Algo-
rithm 4. We ﬁrst apply the Ning and Yin precomputation technique to accelerate the computation
of step 2.1, i.e., we use a lookup table for the m rotations of the element B. Second, we reduce
10the amount of shifting required for other elements by simultaneously processing shifts that differ by
the wordsize W. This strategy reduces the number of rotations of LA and LT and applies whenever
W <v(which is typical in our context). Since shifting tends to be expensive, the method can
give signiﬁcant improvementsand uses less dynamic storage than Algorithms 5 and 6. The result is
presented in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 New vector-level GNB multiplication
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m,wik 2T 0 ;m−1 U ,vD. m−1 /=2 < i  m − 1.
OUTPUT: C D AB.
1. Compute table TBT0::2m−1U:
1.1 TBTiUDT BT iCmUDword 0 of Bi; i D 0;1;:::;m−1.
2. LA   A  v; LT   0; sW Dd v=We.
3. For j from 0 to tW − 1d o
3.1 CTjU T ATjWUT BT 1CjWU.
4. For i from v C 1t ovC.v mod W/ do
4.1 LA   LA  1.
4.2 For l from 0 to sW−1d o
For j from 0 to tW−1d o
S BTjU 
P T
k D 1T BT w . iC lWCjW/;k C jWU.
C  C.LA lW/SB.
LT   LT .ASB/.sW −1−l/W.
4.3 LT   LT  1.
5. C   C  LT; LT   0.
6. For i from v C 1 C .v mod W/ to v C W do
6.1 LA   LA  1.
6.2 For l from 0 to sW−2d o
For j from 0 to tW−1d o
S BTjU 
P T
k D 1T BT w . iC lWCjW/;k C jWU.
C  C.LA lW/SB.
LT   LT .ASB/.sW −2−l/W.
6.3 LT   LT  1.
7. LT   LT  .v mod W/; C   C  LT.
8. Return (C D .CT0U;CT1U;:::;CTtW −1U/).
4 Multiplication via ring mapping
In software implementations on common workstations, the fast multiplication method of L´ opez and
Dahab[25] forpolynomialbasisrepresentationshasbeenobservedtobe signiﬁcantlyfasterthanany
method using a normal basis. Although the timings for Algorithm 7 show that the difference is sig-
niﬁcantly smaller than previously reported,there is at least a factor 5 penalty over the corresponding
polynomial basis method in [13].
In a larger framework such as elliptic curve point multiplication, basis conversion at the be-
ginning and end of the expensive operation can be used to permit arithmetic in the desired repre-
sentation. However, there are scenarios where multiple representations within the larger operation
appears attractive. As an example, point multiplication methods via point halving [20, 34] require
solutions for quadratic equations and square roots, operations which may be faster with a normal
basis representation. Along with these operations is a ﬁeld multiplication, where polynomial bases
are preferred.
11For Gaussian normal bases, there are fast methods to convert to a representation in a polynomial
basis. The basic strategy has been applied in many contexts and with various descriptions, but in
general involves a mapping from the normal basis to a ring where arithmetic can be performed
modulo a cyclotomic polynomial. The most familiar is perhaps the case of type 1 ONB, where the
mappingis a permutation. In, general, however,the mappingto a ringinvolvesa factorT expansion,
a signiﬁcant hurdle in the practical applicability of the method to ﬁeld arithmetic.
Gao, von zur Gathen, Panario, and Shoup [9] discuss the method of ﬁeld operations via the ring
mapping approach. Their interest was in asymptotic results concerning the efﬁciency of ﬁeld oper-
ations. To compute the product, the idea is to map to the ring, and then use “the fast multiplication
algorithms of Sch¨ onhage and Strassen (1971) and Cantor and Kaltofen (1991)...”. However, our
interest is in multiplication for ﬁelds of practical interest in cryptography, where asymptotic results
on efﬁciency are insufﬁcient for even rough comparison.
In this section, we examine the multiplication method via a map to a ring. In the case of type
1 ONB, we also apply the matrix decomposition of Hasan, Wang, and Bhargava [15] to provide a
signiﬁcant improvement to the method of Ning and Yin [29]. In the more general case of Gaussian
normal bases (as in the NIST recommended ﬁelds), we develop a new multiplication method (based
on the comb method of [25]) for elements in a normal basis representation via a mapping  to a
polynomialrepresentation in a suitable ring. A symmetry property [38] of elements mapped by  is
exploited, allowing signiﬁcant optimizations in the multiplier.
4.1 The ring associated with Gauss periods
In the following, we will assume that  is a Gauss period of type .m;T/ and is a normal element (as
described in §2). For elements a 2 F2m,w eh a v e
aD
m − 1 X
iD 0
a i 2 i
D
m − 1 X
iD 0
a i
X
j2K i
j D
mT X
jD1
a0
jj
where a0
j D ai if j 2 Ki (i.e., a0
j D aJ.j/). Let R D F2TxU=.8p/ where 8p.x/ D .x p −1/=.x −1/.
The mapping
 V
m−1 X
iD0
ai2i
7!
mT X
jD1
a0
jxj
is a ring homomorphism from F2m to R [9], and
.F2m/ Df c 1xCCc mTxmT 2 R jcj Dck for j;k 2 Kig: (12)
The mapping  and its inverse are relatively inexpensive, and arithmetic in R beneﬁts from the
form of 8p. For ﬁeld multiplication, a na¨ ıve approach maps into the ring and then exploits fast
polynomial-basedarithmetic. However,thereisanexpansionbyafactor T, whichcanbesigniﬁcant.
For F2163, there is an expansion by a factor of at least T D 4, making the na¨ ıve approach quite
expensive.
If T is even (which is always the case if m is odd), then the last mT=2 coefﬁcients for elements
in (12) are a mirror reﬂection of the ﬁrst mT=2 [38]. This propertyis perhapsbest known in the case
T D 2 where Gauss periods produce a type 2 optimal normal basis of the form f. C −1/2i
j 0 
i < mg and there is an associated basis fi C 2mC1−i j 1  i  mg [28].
Example 1 (Gauss periods and mapping for small parameters) Consider F2m for m D 3. If T D 2,
then p D mT C 1 D 7 is prime, and the associated ring is R D F2TxU=.87/ where 87.x/ D
.x7 −1/=.x −1/ D x6 C x5 C x4 C x3 C x2 C x C1. The unique subgroup of order T D 2i nZ 
pis
K D K0 Df 1 ;− 1D6 g , with cosets K1 D K21 Df 2 ;− 2D5 g ,a n dK 2DK2 2Df 4 ;− 4D3 g .I f
12 is a primitive 7th root of unity in F26,t h e nD
P
j2Kj DC − 12F 2 m is a Gauss period of
type .m D 3;T D 2/, and is a normal element.
If a D
P2
iD0 ai2i
, then the mapping into the ring R is given by .a/D
P6
jD1a0
jxj where
.a0
1;:::;a0
6/D.a 0;a 1;a 2;a 2;a 1;a 0/:
If, instead, we choose T D 4t h e npDmTC1D13 is prime and the uniquesubgroupof order T D
4i nZ 
13 is K Df 1 ;− 1 ;5 ;− 5 g . The mappinginto R D F2TxU=.8p/ for 8p.x/ D .x13−1/=.x −1/
is given by
 V a D .a0;a1;a2/ 7! .a0;a1;a1;a2;a0;a2;a2;a0;a2;a1;a1;a0/:
The ring element is symmetric about p=2 and hence the ﬁrst .p − 1/=2 coefﬁcients of the ring
element sufﬁce to invert . In fact, it is possible that fewer coefﬁcients are sufﬁcient, as illustrated
in the T D 4 case where the ﬁrst 4 (rather than .p − 1/=2 D 6) coefﬁcients will allow the recovery
of the ﬁeld element. Wu et al. [38, Table 2] give sample minima (for several m 2T 153;235U)forthe
number of consecutive coefﬁcients of an R-element that will permit recovery of the associated ﬁeld
element.
In this section, we propose a strategy that exploits the symmetry property of the ring mapping
 to allow efﬁcient use of the fast polynomial multiplication method of [25]. Although there is in
general an expansion in the mapping, the polynomial multiplier need ﬁnd only approximately half
the coefﬁcients of the product.
We begin in §4.2 with the special case T D 1 (a type 1 optimal normal basis). Although our
principal interest is in prime m (as in the NIST ﬁelds), we describe an optimization speciﬁc to the
type 1 case that signiﬁcantly improves on the direct method of Ning and Yin [29]. In addition, we
also compareagainsta mappingto the associated ring,which is a permutationin the type 1 case (and
hence there is no expansion). In §4.3, we describe the new multiplier for even T (e.g., the NIST
ﬁelds).
4.2 Type 1 optimal normal bases
Gaussian normal bases of types 1 and 2 are optimal in the sense that the multiplication matrix in (4)
has the fewest number of nonzeroentries. The type 1 case is particularlyattractive, as the matrix has
a specialformthatcanbe exploited. Further,the mapping to theassociated ring is basis conversion
in the type 1 case.
A type 1 basis necessarily has m even, and hence none of the NIST recommended ﬁelds has
a type 1 basis. In fact, some standards such as the forthcoming revision of ANSI X9.62 explicitly
forbid the use of elliptic curves over F2m with m composite due to concerns that discrete logarithm
problems over such curves are vulnerable to Weil descent attacks [10, 27]. Although our focus is
on prime m, the type 1 case provides a benchmark for methods with low-complexity bases. Ning
and Yin [29] exploit the special form of the multiplication matrix in the type 1 case. We show that
their method can be signiﬁcantly improved, both in storage required and in speed. Comparison data
is presented for the method that maps to an associated ring (a permutation in type 1) and performs
polynomial-based arithmetic.
The matrix M in (4) for the type 1 case has nonzero entry at .i; j/ precisely when 2i C 2j
mod .m C 1/ 2f 0 ; 1 g . The pairs .i; j D i C m=2m o dm /satisfy 2i C 2j  0 .mod m C 1/,
giving m of the 2m − 1 solutions. Ning and Yin [29] exploit this property to reduce the number of
lookups in their algorithm corresponding to Algorithm 5 (step 3.1), at the cost of extending TB by
m=2 words.
The cost of the Ning and Yin approach can be signiﬁcantly reduced (in both time and storage)
by exploiting the special form of M more directly. Hasan, Wang, and Bhargava [15] suggest the
13decomposition M D P C Q where P has a 1 at .i; j/ precisely when j D i C m=2m o dm .T h e n
Phas the property that .as;:::;a sCm−1/P.b s;:::;b sCm−1/ 0 is independent of s, and the value is
given by
P
aibm=2Ci D Tr.A  Bm=2/ where Tr denotes the trace. The decomposition reduces
the computational cost to multiplication corresponding to the matrix Q (which has m − 1 nonzero
entries). Compared to the approach in Ning and Yin [29, Algorithm 4], precomputation uses m=2
fewer words, and speed improvement increases with tW. Algorithm 8 illustrates the approach with
two tables of precomputation; the techniques of Algorithm 7 can be applied to give a one-table
version.
Algorithm 8 Multiplication for type 1 ONB
INPUT: A;B 2 F2m, position wi of nonzero entry in row i of Q,1im−1.
OUTPUT: C D AB.
1. Compute tables TAT0::2m − 1U, TBT0::2m − 1U:
TATiUDT AT iCm UDword 0 of Ai, TBTiUDT BT iCm UDw o r d0o fB i.
2. C   Tr.A  Bm=2/.
3. For i from 1 to m − 1 do:
3.1 For j from 0 to tW − 1 do: CTjU CTjUT AT iCjWUT BT w iCjWU.
4. Return C D .CT0U;:::;CTtW −1U/.
While the improvement to the Ning and Yin approach is more than 25% for m D 162, timings
in Table 2 of §5 show that multiplication is signiﬁcantly slower than the method of mapping to a
ring and using polynomial-based multiplication. In the type 1 case, the mapping is a permutation,
and hence relatively fast even in software. The polynomial 8p permits fast reduction, and the
method (including the conversions between bases) is roughly a factor 2 faster than the best times
with a normal-basis approach for m D 162. Approximately half the time in the faster approach is
consumed by basis conversions (applications of  and its inverse).
4.3 Gaussian normal bases of even type
Assume that we have Gaussperiodsof type.m;T/ for T even, and  is a normalelement(as deﬁned
in §2.2). The basic strategy proposed for multiplication of a;b 2 F2m represented in the basis f2i
g
is outlined as Algorithm 9, with implementation considerations following in Note 1.
Algorithm 9 Multiplication via map to associated ring (outline)
INPUT:e l e m e n t saD
P m − 1
i D 0 a i 2 i
and b D
Pm−1
iD0 bi2i
in F2m.
OUTPUT: c D ab D
Pm−1
iD0 ci2i
.
1. Calculate a0 D .a/ D
Pp−1
jD1 a0
jxj and b0 D .b/ D
Pp−1
jD1 b0
jxj in R where a0
j D ai if
j 2 Ki and similarly for b0.
2. Apply a fast multiplication method for polynomial-based representations to ﬁnd half the co-
efﬁcients of c0 D a0b0 in R.
3. Return c D −1.c0/.
Note 1 (implementing Algorithm 9) As discussed in §4.1, the mapping by  involves a factor T
expansion. However, the elements c0 D
Pp−1
iD1 c0
ixi D .c0
1;:::;c0
p−1/in .F2m/ are symmetric
about p=2 and hence it sufﬁces to ﬁnd (at most) the ﬁrst .p − 1/=2 coefﬁcients of the product in
the ring R. This observation suggests the following optimizations in Algorithm 9. We assume the
customary representation of elements as bitstrings of coefﬁcients in a series of machine words.
141. If per-ﬁeld precomputation is used, then the mapping  can be optimized for a speciﬁc ﬁeld.
Each output coefﬁcient is obtained with a word shift and mask.2 Only the ﬁrst half are cal-
culated in this fashion; the remaining coefﬁcients are obtained by symmetry. An 8-bit lookup
table can be used to reverse the order of bits. With this arrangement, the cost of applying is
approximately T=2 times the cost of −1.
2. The “comb” method [25] provides fast multiplication for polynomials and can be adapted to
ﬁnd only some of the outputcoefﬁcients(with a correspondingimprovementin performance).
If the input is understood to be a D x
Pp−2
iD0 aixi D .a0;:::;ap−2/and similarly for b,t h e n
the full (polynomial) product is x2 P2p−4
iD0 cixi. If the input corresponds to ﬁeld elements,
then the coefﬁcient of x p in the product is zero. The comb method is modiﬁed to ﬁnd ci for
i 2f 0 ;:::;.p−1/=2 − 2; p − 1;:::;pC.p−1/=2 − 2g:
Then reduction via 8p.x/ D .x p −1/=.x −1/ D x p−1 C x p−2 CCxC1 is applied, ﬁrst
with x p  1 .mod 8p/ to obtain
t  x2T.c0 C cp/ CC.c .p−1/=2−2 C cpC.p−1/=2−2/x.p−1/=2−2 C cp−1x p−1U
or, after a shift and appropriate renaming,
t D xTt0 C t1x CCt .p−1/=2−1x.p−1/=2−1 C tpx pU
where t0 D 0. The reduction is applied again to obtain c0 D
P.p−1/=2
iD1 c0
ixi where c0
1 D tp and
c0
i D ti−1,2i.p−1 /=2. The remaining coefﬁcients for a0b0 are not required, but can be
found efﬁciently via the symmetry property of elements in .F2m/.
3. c D −1.c0/ D
Pm−1
iD0 ci2i
is deﬁned by ci D c0
j where j D minfk2i mod p V k 2 Kg.T h i s
formula guarantees that j < p=2 and hence c0
j is a coefﬁcient obtained in the preceding step.
If per-ﬁeld precomputation is done, then each output coefﬁcient is obtained with a word shift
and mask.
Example 2 (Algorithm 9 for F2163) The NIST recommended ﬁeld F2163 has a type T D 4 normal
basis, and hence the mapping in Algorithm 9 gives a factor 4 expansion. The algorithm uses a
modiﬁed comb multiplication to ﬁnd mT=2 D 326 coefﬁcients of the product a0b0. If 32-bit words
are in use, then ﬁeld elements require 6 words, and ring elements require 21.
The comb method ﬁnds words 0;:::;10;19;:::;30 of the complete 42-word polynomialprod-
uct. In fact, the calculation for words 19 and 30 need not occur on every loop of the combing
method; however, code expansion considerations may limit the ability to exploit this property. A
small optimization is achieved by noting that word 10 is not required since the ﬁeld element can be
recovered from coefﬁcients c0
1;:::;c0
309 of the product c0.
Experimentally,times for Algorithm 9 for m D 163 on an Intel Pentium III are a factor 7 slower
than ﬁeld multiplication for a polynomial basis representation. The cost of an application of  is
approximately 10% of the total ﬁeld multiplication time (−1 costs approximately half of ). The
algorithm is competitive with the best methods for multiplication with a normal basis representation
on this platform.
Example 3 (Algorithm 9 for F2233) The NIST recommended ﬁeld F2233 has a type T D 2 normal
basis. As expected, Algorithm 9 is faster for m D 233 (where 233 coefﬁcients in the ring product
are found) than for m D 163 (where 309 coefﬁcients are found). The method gives the fastest
multiplication times for the type 2 case, and is approximately a factor 3 slower than multiplication
in a polynomial basis [13].
2Ideally, half of the masking operations could be eliminated by more careful organization of the code. This saves a little
space and time, although may use registers less efﬁciently. The technique is likely to be less useful on processors where
shifting is more expensive than masking.
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Algorithms 7, 8, and 9 for low-complexity normal bases are especially suitable for software im-
plementation, and methods based on these algorithms can be signiﬁcantly faster than previously
published methods for normal basis representations and may have smaller dynamic storage require-
ments. “Interoperability”is sometimes cited as motivation for implementing arithmetic in a speciﬁc
basis, and in this context performance improvements are always of interest. However, the interop-
erability argument has limited applicability in environments with sufﬁcient resources to implement
algorithms described in this paper (since such implementations would likely be able to arrange for
basis conversionsaround the expensive operations). Hence, our focus is primarily on suitability in a
larger framework.
Ofinterestisthe followingquestion: arethe newalgorithmssufﬁcientlyfast toencouragetheuse
of normal basis representations for software implementations? We consider two well-known exam-
ples in methods based on elliptic curves where operations in a normal basis appear to be especially
attractive. The ﬁrst is Koblitz curves [21, 35], where point doubles are replaced by ﬁeld squaring
operations which are especially fast in a normal basis representation. As a second example, elliptic
curve point multiplication methods based on point halving [20, 34] require solutions of quadratics,
an operation that could presumably beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from normal basis representations. In this
section, we ﬁrst present timings and implementation issues, and then address the broader questions.
5.1 Timings and implementation considerations
Althoughoperationcountscangiveroughestimatesofalgorithmperformance,theyareofteninsufﬁ-
ciently precise to capture platform characteristicsadequately for code at the level of ﬁeld arithmetic.
In order to evaluate the performance of our software oriented algorithms, we present timing and
other results for implementations in C using the GNU compiler (gcc, version 2.95) and the Intel
compiler (icc, version 6.0) on an Intel Pentium III running Linux (kernel 2.4). We implemented
several algorithms for multiplication in the ﬁelds F2m for m 2f 162;163;233;283g and the imple-
mentation was optimized for each ﬁeld using basic performance techniques such as loop unrolling
and reducing register consumption (see [14, §5.1] for software optimizations). It has been observed
that the GNU compiler often produces somewhat slower code than the Intel compiler on this plat-
form, but can be coerced to producebetter sequences by relatively small changesin the source code.
The implementation here has received limited such tuning for gcc.
Table 2 shows the running times from our implementation. The fastest times show that Algo-
rithm 7 is 13% to 29% faster than the other direct multiplication algorithms for the entries with
T  4, and competitive for T D 2. The improvement is larger if the type T is larger than 6 as
in ﬁeld F2571 with T D 10. Despite our limited efforts to cooperate with compiler characteristics,
signiﬁcant differences in times between compilers remains. In particular, Algorithm 7 with gcc is
superior to the other direct methods only in the case T D 6.
The methodbased on mappingto an associated ring (Algorithm9) is competitivewith the fastest
direct methods, and signiﬁcantly faster for optimal normal bases. Of the NIST recommendedﬁelds,
only F2233 has an optimal basis, and the mapping method is nearly 40% faster than the best direct
method. For F2163, the expansion by a factor T D 4 is a signiﬁcant penalty in the mapping method,
and in fact the times are slower than those for the larger ﬁeld F2233.
The comb multiplier in Algorithm 9 is deﬁned for only a subset of the ring, and hence is signiﬁ-
cantly faster than a multiplier for the full ring. However, the expansion in the mapping implies that
the method will be signiﬁcantly more expensive than a multiplier for the ﬁeld [25]. In particular, the
precomputation is for ring elements, and an entire ring element is “combed.” On the positive side,
only half of the product in the ring is calculated, and reduction is especially simple due to the form
of 8p.
16Table 2: Field multiplication times (in s) of our implementations for F2m on an 800 MHz Intel Pentium III.
Input and output are in normal basis representation for the ﬁve rightmost columns. The compilers are GNU C
2.95 (gcc) and Intel 6.0 (icc) on Linux (kernel 2.4).
Compiler m,T
Poly-basis
mult
[14]a
Basis
conversion
[17]b
Ning & Yin
2t a b l e s
[29, Alg 2-4]c
R&H [32]
2t a b l e s d
Alg 6
§2.4
1t a b l e
Alg 2
§2.5
1t a b l e
Alg 7
Ring
mapping
Alg 9
162,1 1.3 — 6.7 4.5e 5.2f 6.0f 2.7
icc 163,4 1.3 3.1 9.5 15.6 10.4 8.2 10.4
6.0 233,2 2.3 5.5 11.4 14.8 12.6 11.8 7.1
283,6 2.9 6.9 33.3 54.3 33.8 24.1 —
162,1 1.8 — 8.2 6.4e 7.3f 8.0f 3.7
gcc 163,4 1.8 3.6 14.1 17.0 11.9 12.0 13.0
2.95 233,2 3.0 5.4 13.9 17.3 14.5 15.3 8.9
283,6 3.9 6.9 48.7 56.4 47.3 34.5 —
aField multiplication for polynomial-based representations using a comb method (with reduction) [25].
bTime for a single basis conversion using straightforward change-of-basis matrix. A benchmark method uses
polynomial-based multiplication along with three conversions.
cEssentially Algorithm 5; algorithm form and times suggest [29] used a different order of evaluation.
dAlgorithms 3 and 7a of [32] do not use the precomputation of [29]. For odd m, the improvement is Alg 6.
eEven m is slightly different; type 1 exploits the form of the multiplication matrix [15, 32].
fAlgs 2 and 7 modiﬁed for even m. Includes the matrix decomposition optimizations of Alg 8.
Table 3: Approximate code and storage requirements (in 32-bit words) for ﬁeld multiplication in F2m.D a t a
for polynomial basis representations are from a comb method [25]. For normal bases, the data are for a direct
approach (Algorithm 7) and with a ring mapping method (Algorithm 9). Storage for automatic variables is an
estimate of the maximum stack consumption.
m D 163 m D 233
Storage type Poly [25] Alg 7 Alg 9 Poly [25] Alg 7 Alg 9
object code & static data 544 2092 4144 792 2740 3172
automatic (stack) data 108 360 360 146 510 260
Total 652 2452 4504 938 3250 3432
Table 3 comparesthe memoryrequirementsfor the speciﬁc implementationof Algorithms7 and
9 used in the timings for multiplicationin F2m for m 2f 163;233g. Experimentally,we observedthat
the Pentium4 beneﬁtsfromcertainloopunrollingtechniques(especiallyin Algorithm7)to a greater
degree than the Pentium III. The code size in the table is slightly inﬂated by these optimizations
which give only minor speed improvements on the Pentium III.
The code size in Algorithm 9 is larger for m D 163 than m D 233 due to the factor T expansion.
The code for the mapping  and its inverse consume a signiﬁcant portion of the total memory
requirement. For the type 2 case, however, the total memory consumption is comparable to that of
Algorithm 7.
Algorithms 7 and 9 have signiﬁcantly larger memory requirements than the method from [25]
for polynomial basis representations. However, if total memory consumed by ﬁeld arithmetic is the
measurement of interest, then the operations of squaring, square root, and solving x2 C x D c for
normal basis representations will likely have signiﬁcantly smaller memory requirements than their
counterparts for a polynomial basis.
175.2 Normal bases in practice
Beyond the mathematical elegance, normal bases have been of practical interest primarily for the
promise of very fast calculations in trace, squaring, square root, and solving x2 C x D c. Although
there was some early enthusiasm for normal bases arithmetic in software, the consensus is that the
penalty for multiplication compared with methods for polynomial bases will overwhelm savings in
other operations in common elliptic curve point operations. For point operations involving only
ﬁeld addition, multiplication, and squaring, a polynomial-based squaring operation is sufﬁciently
fast relative to multiplication that the squarings are typically ignored in rough estimates of point
operation cost.
The times in Table 2 are signiﬁcantly faster than in earlier papers, and suggest (at least on this
platform) that multiplication for Gaussian normal bases is much closer in performance to multipli-
cation in a polynomial basis than previously believed. While the difference is still sufﬁciently large
to discouragethe use of normalbases for “traditional”elliptic curve point operationsof additionand
doubling, we consider the implications for Koblitz curves and methods based on point halving.
Koblitz curves
Koblitz curves [21] are elliptic curves deﬁned over F2. The primary advantage of these curves
is that point multiplication algorithms can be devised that replace point doubles by ﬁeld squaring
operations. We consider the case of point multiplication kP where P is not known in advance.
Windowing methods [35] reduce the number of point additions required, at the cost of storage for a
fewpointsofprecomputation. A width-w windowrequires2w−2 pointsofstorage,andanassociated
point multiplication method will have approximately m=.w C 1/ point additions.
For values of m under consideration, w D 5 is likely near-optimal. Scalar multiplication then
has an average of 6 applications of  for each point addition, where  maps points by squaring
each coordinate. In projective coordinates, this is an average of 18 ﬁeld squarings per point ad-
dition. In polynomial basis representations, the squarings are not completely free. However, if
a D
Pm−1
iD0 aixi 2 F2m then a2 D
Pm−1
iD0 aix2i and a fast squaring is obtained via an 8-to-16 bit ex-
pansion table (followed by reduction). Experimentally, the ratio of multiplication to squaring costs
(for polynomial basis representations) is estimated between 6.5 and 10 for m 2f 163;233;283g on
a Pentium III [14].
In short, the 18 ﬁeld squarings between point additions have cost below 3 multiplications in a
polynomial basis. Point addition requires 8 multiplications (assuming mixed coordinates). Regard-
less of method (basis conversion, direct, or ring mapping), Table 2 suggests that the added costs of
normal basis multiplication in point addition will overwhelm the relatively small savings in squar-
ings.
Point halving
Halving-basedmethods[20, 34]replacemostpointdoublesbya potentiallyfaster halvingoperation.
Given a point P on an elliptic curve, point halving produces a point Q with 2Q D P. We consider
only curves y2Cxy Dx3Cax2Cbover F2m with Tr.a/ D 1 where halving methods are especially
attractive; this includes the NIST recommended random curves over binary ﬁelds.3
Each halvingrequires a multiplication,a trace computation,a solution to a quadratic x2Cx D c,
and a square root. Point multiplication methods typically perform several consecutive halvings be-
tween point additions; each addition requires an extra ﬁeld multiplication to convert coordinates
from the halvings. The trace of a ﬁeld element is the sum of coefﬁcients in a normal basis represen-
tation. If per-ﬁeld precomputation can be performed, then the calculation for a polynomial basis is
3Point halving has been extended to hyperelliptic curves of genus 2 by Kitamura, Katagi, and Takagi [19], although their
analysis ﬁnds halving less attractive than in the elliptic curve case.
18similarly fast; for the NIST ﬁelds, the trace is determined by a few coefﬁcients of the polynomial
representation [1], so is essentially free.
Let M denote the cost of a ﬁeld multiplication in F2m in a polynomialbasis. The cost of a square
root in a polynomial basis representation depends on the reduction polynomial. In the case of a
pentanomial, the cost is estimated at M=2 provided that a small amount of per-ﬁeld precomputation
is done. The cost is signiﬁcantly less for trinomials [8].
The quadratic x2 C x D c has a solution if and only if Tr.c/ D 0; if x is a solution, then
x C 1 is a solution. In a normal basis representation, the solution can be found bitwise. Efﬁcient
implementation of the solver is the difﬁcult part of optimizing halving in a polynomial basis. The
solutionis givenby the half-trace H deﬁnedby H.c/ D
P.m−1/=2
iD0 c22i
foroddm. The basic strategy
uses per-ﬁeld precomputationalong with the property H.c/ D H.c2/Cc CTr.c/ to reduce the cost
of H [20]. The cost of solving the quadratic in a polynomial basis is estimated experimentally (on
a Pentium III) to be roughly 2M=3f o rmD163 with 30 elements of precomputation, and roughly
M=2f o rmD233 with 43 elements of precomputation [8].
If we look at the times from m D 233 where a multiplication in a normal basis is roughly
3M, then normal bases are preferred in the halving step only if the combined costs of solving the
quadratic and ﬁnding a square root in a polynomial basis is more than 2M. Further, point additions
will be signiﬁcantly more expensive in a normal basis. Hence, the data presents a compelling case
for polynomial bases in methods based on point halving.
To be certain, there are considerations that may favor a normal basis implementation. In partic-
ular, implementing the solver for x2 C x D c in a polynomial basis is somewhat an art. Halving
can beneﬁt from signiﬁcant amounts of per-ﬁeld precomputation, but platform and application con-
straints can limit the practical applicability. Reducing the amount of precomputation in the solver
below a threshold (determined by the reduction polynomial) is not completely straightforward [8].
Finally, it should be noted that a pointdouble can be done with approximatecost 4M or 5M for pro-
jective coordinates in a polynomial basis representation, and hence there is a rather small window
of performance where halving-based methods can be faster.
6 Conclusions
This paperhas presentedtwo distinct approachesto multiplicationforlow-complexitynormalbases.
The ﬁrst, in §2, performsa directnormal-basismultiplication. The second,in §4, exploitsa mapping
to an associated ring and then uses fast polynomial-based multiplication methods. The algorithms
developed here lead to multiplication methods signiﬁcantly faster than reported earlier and having
smaller data-dependent storage requirements.
Ontheotherhand,multiplicationinanormalbasisrepresentationis still signiﬁcantlyslowerthan
the fastest methodsfor polynomialbasis representations. We concludethat the penalty appearsto be
sufﬁcient in software implementations to overwhelm the advantages of fast and elegant operations
of trace, squaring, square root, and solving x2 C x D c in normal basis representations in the
larger framework of common methods for point multiplication on elliptic curves. We stress that our
conclusions about the deﬁciencies of normal bases are only valid for software implementations, and
not for hardware implementations.
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